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Everybody In Caldwell Is Urged
To Get Set For County Seat Day
Which Will Be Held August 10
Near The Courthouse Square
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Jimmy Boren Wins
DEMONSTRATION TO BE HELD
Music Scholarshi

New Fans Will Be
Installed At The
County Hospital

Event To Be Held At
Murray State College
From August 6 To 10

Funds From Tr -Devil
Racetrack Sunday Were
Donated For Purchase;
21 Patients Admitted .

Number 5

3 Rivers Scouts
lead In Camping
Troop 39 Placed First
Among Big Four Units;
Troop 42 Placed Third

Transportation Will
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elusively to the use for republication of all the local news printed in this news- . . . patriotically and unselfishly. see the Dodgers play St. Louis I am reminded afresh of a great ces I have lived constantly.
paper, as well as all AP news dispatches
Let's WORK herd and earnestly
speaker whom I heard declare
When I Wit suggested that my
%MINDER EENftlary PRESS saa6CIATIoN
apparently was too Mach for
MEMEIER NATIONAL, EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
at the task of strengthening ourthat no greater exercise in char- students should learn to write a
selves spiritually, morally and William Pickering, Dr. K. L. acter-development can be found good personal essay, some of the
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Let's SAVE our free American Schwab. All Judge Pickering and over I have told of this rath- ing contermit of learning and of
of life, no matter what the could say upon their return home er startling statement by the myself. One almost had heart
to way
The failure of millions of Americans to exercise their right
sacrifice may be.
president of a famous art school, failure when another teacher
was "no more for me."
disgrace.
national
vote is a
Let's VOTE at every election
who apparently believed what he gave as an assignment the writ- •Divided top
•
•
•
than
half
the
less
instance,
for people who place the welfare
was saying. I wonder whether he ing of a letter of application. The •Clemelailek smokeless broiler
In the list Presidential election, for
elections
in
The headline error which oc- was any saner than the young boy oldest said this was the limit of
of their country above their pereligible voters troubled to go to the polls. In many
•tetra - big even
curred in last week's Leader to whom I told this story who debasing English in college. He
which the Presidency is not Involved, less than a third of the voters sonal political welfare.
Plex•-Speed eves
Let's PRAY for the wisdom and brought a mixed re-action around immediately suggested that ev- would have had the dear young •
cast ballots. What we have, as a result, is government by minority.
ceeeporhasat
Free elections are at the root of all our freedoms. But free the courage to do our duty as town, but for me it brought only ery school should have a cow people write philosophical essays •large storage
•Lifetime Georgette ea hereon
elections mean little if the people are too lazy or indifferent to par- good Amcricans, faithful to God shock. My most sincere apologies and a calf, so that every boy on "Truth" and "Loyalty."
ticipate. A man who does not vote has po moral right to criticize and to our country. —(Exchange) to the persons concerued.
could have a chance to become
Others squirm when they have
This Latest M•del
famous by taking his turn at rop- to take a stiff course in grammar,
the acts and politics of officeholders.
best
the
foundation
of
on
the
building
When you vote,you are
ing off the calf.
which they must take to get
system of government ever devised. And that is as true of primary
We sometimes•make too much through my department. Gramas of general elections. In the near future, primaries will be held
of the outward facts of existence, mar may be old-fashioned but as
in many states. The candidates of the parties will be chosen and
forgetting that the country boy, long as we are to speak the lanwill start their campaigns for election in November. If you want
at least this one, who was roping guage, it should be around hanyour party to nominate the candidate you believe best fitted, go to
off a calf was mentally harangu- dy. If college gets to be too easy,
(By Jane Eads)
the polls.
Washington — Don't throw care ing a crowd or making an inven- why should any one attend? It is
1
If you value your freedom—if you have any interest at all in
Model G9-72
and common sense to the breezes tion or riding forth to right some much cheaper to stay at home.
every
in
Vote
nation—VOTE.
free
maintaining
a
and
defending
Regular Price $139.35
in the good old summer time — wrong. He was probably unconelection, whether it involves a President or local officials. Every
even if you spend your vacation scious of the calf, or if he even
tray
vegetable
fresh
American
Serve
a
most
basic
the
time you fail to vote, you fail to discharge
saw the animal, he transferred it
in your own back yard.
with a tomato juice cocktail for
—(Carrollton News-Democrat)
duty.
You may escape ticks, snake into some antagonist that should a first course when guests are
after usual down payment
forest
Paris—To Americans, the
bite, poison ivy, drowning, sun have his neck broken or his coming. Thrust slender cucumber
of television antennas which has stroke and highway accidents and throat chocked until he hollored
LIBERAL TRADE IN ALLOWANCE
sticks, not too long, through carsprung up on the rooftops of our still wind up breaking a leg, "Calf rope." Why is any particurot rings for a new touch for the
LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS
these past few years is still straining a back, stepping on a lar act necessary to develop one's
When the United States Senate passed a bill increasing the homes
vegetable tray.
mulitply
that
astounding.
But,
persistence
or
pluck?
nail or burning yourself.
federal share of old-age assistance and other Social Security relief
A breakfast which includes
I should think that a later boy
feeling many times and you have
Cuts, scratches—even more serprograms, the principal vote was on an amendment concerning
fruit, cereal, milk, bread and butwho
of
Europeans.
had
to
work
the
attitude
for
minutes
to
whether names of those receiving federal funds should be made
ious wounds, sprains, strains and
ter will supply from one-fourth
Whereas there are about 13,- fractures—are ever present men- crank the family car might have to one-third of the day's food
public. An amendment was successfully sponsored by Senator WilPhone 3801
developed
some
of
the skill and
Princeton, K
W. Ct. Sq.
liam Jenner, Republican, of Indiana, and Senator Everett Dirksen, 000,000 television sets in the Unit- aces to vacation fun, Red Cross
needs.
dogged pluck acquired by chokRepublican, of Illinois, to permit states to continue to receive feder- ed States, there are 600,000 in safety first and accident prevening off a calf and tying him to a
al funds even though they open their rolls to public inspection. Great Britain and 9,000 in France. tion people warn.
post. I, being born in one of
While the intent of this may be to make known all the facts con- Figures may not seem so imporTake wounds. Many are caused
those transitional times that I am
cerning federal relief, it is inescapable that its result can only be to tant except when you consider by careless handling of camp and
that the population of Britain is outdoor tools, by not looking always laughing at, learned to do
cause embarrassment to those who are on the rolls.
both these things, and I cannot
The amendment was adopted by a vote of 38-30. However, it 50,000,000, and that of France, where you walk. Sprains and fracrecall that I learned more by
tures usually result from falls.
must still ,be passed upon by the House of Representatives and may about 47,000,000.
one than by another. It is true, as
And, those figures about take When you're walking avoid loose
be taken out in conference. Both Indiana and Illinois recently passthe great speaker said, that the
ed laws to open their relief rolls to public inspection. In Kentucky, care of television in this part of stones, roots, small holes. Wear
country boy is surrounded by inState Economic Commissioner Vego Barnes explained that the Ken- the world. True, Soviet Russia is sensible shoes, not sneakers, mocfluences of nature all the time,
tucky secrecy law was enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly known to be doing something in casins or loose-fitting sandals.
but how many of us of my genin order to comply with the federal ban. This prohibits letting any- this new means of entertainment,
Strains come from lifting oberation, at least, ever had this
one read the names of the aged, the indigent children and needy information and—yes—commer- jects from an improper position.
cialism—but the Iron Curtain is Keep your back straight. Lift same ever-present nature called
blind who receive benefit payments.
to our attention or praised?
The Kentucky law permits the rolls to be inspected by grand kept tightly closed in this field, heavy objects with leg muscles.
As a child I was regarded as
juries, commonwealth and county attorneys, circuit judges and too.
Don't lift anything that is too hea"teched in the head" for liking
county judges. However, either curiosity-seekers or those who
vy
for
you.
There are two primary reasons
might undertake to make political capital out of finding a single for European backwardness in
Experts say weariness frequent- flowers and birds and lonely
name, possibly a kinsman of someone in public life, would be ex- seizing the powerful means of in- ly contributes to accidents. Be strolls in the woods. I cannot recluded from posting the rolls of those who receive relief. It has formation via T-V. First, and wise and rest occasionally while call any special character-development that roping off calves
always been felt that it is unwise to make such names public.
foremost, it seems to me, there hiking or working in the garden. gave
me that could not have been
—(The Lexington Herald) is the bad quality of programHeed these other gardening
ben given by firing a.furnace or
safety measures: Keep walks and
ming.
delivering papers or washing the
An example happened' right paths clear of toys and other ar- family car or playing a fair game
ticles.
Keep
grass
swept
off.
here in Paris when a round-table
of ball on a sand lot.
Place stepping stones at ground
You've got it...when your
My whole life as an educator
Inflation and what (if you can forget high prices) might be discussion of international af- level, evenly-spaced. Keep
grass
fairs
was
scheduled,
the
particicalled prosperity have brought out a bumper crop of guilty conhand's around a frosty bottle
and vines from growing over has been spent in the midst of
sciences lately. Hardly a week goes by but one reads where some pants being Mrs. Eleanor Roose- them. Pick up nails,
two determined forces, neither of
boards,
brokvelt from the U. S. and equally
anonymous soul has coughed up money he got years ago through
which has given an inch or ever
of Coke. You'll enjoy this
prominent persons from several en glass and other out-of-place changed its mind. On one side
means other than toil. So far, however, we've heard of no such
articles.
tingling, delicious refreshment.
were, and occasionally still are.
repentant sinner whose conscience pained him to the point of add- other nations.
When through with a tool put
They took their seats in the
ing compound interest—or even straight interest, for that matter—
the old-timers who knew that
it
where
no
one
can
trip
over
it.
to his debt. Nor have we heard of any who took into account what French TV-Studio. And, a cameh, Keep clotheslines
their way of growing up and
110DUR WOES ALITIOETT Of rig COGA-COtA COWAHT ST
high enough so
a movie sound camera, was turninflation has done to the once almighty buck.
learning are the only worthpeople
won't
run
into
them.
Dised
on
and
they
were
instructed
For example, the Hoosier who sent $10 to a Kokomo, Ind.,
while standard. "Lickin' and
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
pose of trash in a special place.
banker the other day, along with an unsigned letter explaining that to begin talking. After approxilearnin'" were their stock in
Trim trees and shrubs so they
k•ratersd trade-nark.
*Cake
Coco-Cola Comimmq
•
CI
mately
40
seconds,
someone stopthe writer had gotten $10 too much change in buying a ticket 34
won't scratch or strike passers- trade, if not in fact, at least in
years ago on an interurban line long 'since out of business. That ped their conversation. A new
theory. Learning was to be done,
camera angle was set up, they by.
was in 1917.
A knowledge of first aid is even if it took off the skin. The
We commend this individual's belated honesty. At the same were told to continue, and the
child had no rights that any
handy
equipment, says the Red
time, one cannot overlook the fact that he (or she) is buying balm same impossible process was congrown-up teacher should respect.
Cross,
and
it's
a
good
idea
to
keep
at bargain rates. Ten bucks, back in 1917, would get around places tinued until a half-hour program
It was a great thing to have
was filmed, and some days later on hand a well-stocked first aid learning, whether you liked it or
and do things. It bore little resemblance to the anemic ten-spot of
kit—at home as well as with you
this film was telecast..
today. There was a war on then, too, but even so you could get a
not. You could solve all the difA less important reason behind on a vacationing junket.
new car for $795, a man's summer suit of well-known make for $6.50,
ficult problems, even in Ray's
0
the
problem
of
why
Europe
has
and a pair of men's shoes for $3.85. Ten dollars in 1917 would buy
HIGHER ARITHMETIC, even
two silk shirts, the epitome of luxury in those days. You could rent, been slow to react to TV is that
though you could not solve the
right here in Louisville, a six-room house at a good address for $25 engineers in many parts of the
problem of living among people
world are holding it in their
a month.
Leftfielder Gil Daley of the Al- or making a living. And you must
Of course, the Kokomoan with the delayed-action conscience greedy hands. tinkering and bany Cardinals in the Georgia- not show any warmth in knowing
can't be held responsible for today's inflation. It's not his fault that playing with it—mostly with the Florida hit three home runs in things or in helping others to
number of horizontal lines which one game recently. He just miss- learn them. Knowledge was an
the dollar has shrunk like bacon in a skillet. But, had he borrowed
$10 back in 1917, he would be held accountable for interest to date, make for an ideal picture. There ed a fourth.
end in itself; life didn't matter.
Michigan State southpaw pitchwhich compounded at the legal rate of six per cent would have is also the economic factor.
The other side has maintained
The
United
States
suffered er Don Quayle, appearing in a and still does that anything is as
brought his debt to $72.43. See what we mean when we say the felsome
reconversion pains follow- relief role against Western Mpahi- glod as anything else in developlow's buying balm for his conscience at bargain rates?
ing World War II, but we had a an, fired three pitches to retire ing a person. Playing-like, even
—(The Louisville Times)
pent-up demand for consumer three batters.
into grown-up days, is just as
goods which had been scarce or
Delaware Park consists of five good as knuckling down and getnon-existent. Also, we had some different race tracks. A main ting some valuable knowledge.
pent-up buying power from war oval, two steeplechase courses, a One of our clients at Western this
One of the most interesting books that has been published rewages.
4.1 mile training track for flat year said that it did not make
cently is "Behind Closed Doors," by Rear Admiral Ellis M. ZacharA different situation existed in runners, and a steeplechase any particular difference to her
ias. Admiral Zacharias is a retired officer of the United States Navy France and Britain. Both were schooling course.
whether her boy learned anywho has written a number of books, including one on Germany's ravaged by war, desolated in
The Bankers Bowling League thing or not; the college atmospsychological warfare in World War II; ''Palestine At the Cross- large areas, means of communi- in New York City is the oldest phere would be good for him. It
roads," and "Arabian Antics." The admiral is the man who pre- cation crippled or smashed. And, still in operation. It has been go- has been: his parents have been
dicted the attack on Pearl Harbor before it took place.
the rebuilding of the essentials ing for 81 successive seasons.
Ask any Maytag o
requested to keep him at home
was first.
The Qattara Depression in next year. He played-like going
Admiral Zacharias has had considerable experience in intelliShe'll tell you that no
If one is to use the economic Egypt is 436 feet below sea level. to school, when he wanted to,
gence work and has made a study of international problems. He
washer gets clothes
- •
explains how a number of those who have been behind the Iron argument, Britain, with more TV
clean,
or gives so m
sets,
has
pulled
herself
out
of
her
Curtain worked their way out, and how what they learned gives an
by VIP
completely
war
problems
more
rapidly
than
years
of
opportunity for guessing what may be in the minds of the men of
mystery in the Kremlin and what plans may be developed in Russia. has France.
factory performance.
Far from the continent lies In• Admiral Zacharias says there are several ways in which a dia.
Maytag's famous G
And, there is talk, among
third worid war could break out. One would be through a new
washing act
foam
UNESCO officials and Indian
Pearl Harbor, an assault such as was predicted by Secretary of Derepresentatives t h e somewhat
washes all dirt out qui
fense Louis Johnson when he spoke of an attack from the opposite
breathtaking idea of using teleand safely.
hemisphere without warning and with unpredictable fury.
vision strictly for educating a
The big, square al
As a second possibility he pictures a single commercial traveler
people of many languages, many
smuggling bombs into key spots such as was pictured in "Seven
num tub has extra
religions and bitter rivalries.
Days to Noon." A third would be bacterial warfare loosed by a
India's population is about 360,capacity . . . keeps
squad of "Typhoid Marys." The fourth would be for a fleet of sub- 000,000. At least 80 per cent are
hot longer.
marines to release guided missiles from their catapults.
illiterate. Not only that, poverty
Genuine Maytag
All these ideas, according to Admiral Zacl,arias, are obsolete. stricken, underfed and badly
through
however,
in
any
way
the
strength
of
underestimate,
housed.
struction
not
He does
What the Indian government
Russia in planes and bombs.
means trouble-free se
wants to do is use television to
His story was written months °before Erie Cocke, commander
year after year .. •
educate all or most of those peoof the American Legion, said that Russia has 7,000 jet planes to our
you time and money.
and
has
out-produced
bombers
the
United
ple in a vast educational pro2,000, has a thousand
gram. The plan is to provide one
States four to one in aircraft. This does not mean that we are now
The Maytag Automatic
hopelessly outnumbered or are no match for Russia, but it does show TV-station, a number of relay
$129.95 to $299.9
Gyrafoam washing action!
points, and then place in each
the supremacy being gained in certain specific departments.
That's
what
It
takes
to
wash
At any rate, Admiral Zacharias says Stalin weighed all the . community in the densely-popuclothes realty clean. And the
•COME IN NOW F
lated areas, a large screen repossibilities and has now come to the conclusion that the United
Maytag Automatic is the only
country
hemisphere.
He
believes
this
this
in
isolated
ceiver.
be
can
States
automatic that has it. Easy to
FREE DEMONSTRATI
We in the U. S. have joked
operate. Completely auto.
will be so heavily burdened with debt and will become so weary of
ma tic. Top loading. Safety Lid.
war prospects that it will try to go into a shell and play the part of about crowds around a receiver,
•EASY TERMS
Needs no bolting down.
an isolationist again. Then, after a depression, Stalin thinks there watching the World Series or
greatly
weakened
can
so
that
it
be
will
the
sensational Senate Crime
•LIBERAL TRADE-IN
Is a chance this country
either be contained in the Western Hemisphere or beaten if war Hearings. But, consider the very
tremendous thing—thousands of
comes.
If, however, Stalin becomes convinced this country will have a the illiterate, their awed faces
IF YOU
depression in 1954 that would persuade it to develop a capitalistic pressed close to the screen—
Russia
would
thinks
Zacharias
try
to
STREET
learning
Admiral
to
read
and
THE
write—and
PLAY
IN
aggression,
war of
•
strike first, possibly in the fall of 1952. This would put us right in think.
The educator will especially
Phone 2091
the middle of a presidential election when the nation would be diTr•voolot gittay &nib.
W.
Watch, too.
vided and the thoughts of the people would be turned elsewhere.
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News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ansoittons of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twiceces:
School at 9:45 a. m.
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
rch
at 11:00 a.
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton rership Service
m. each porters. shortie after the turn of the century, wrote them.
meets at 6:00 p.
Sept. 22, 1931. Malcolm Cum- Molly Patterson, Robert Gayle
nuns,
Cuaby Brinkley, Russell Pettit, Ludeen Piercy.
at 7:30.
Dais Worship
• • •
er, Walton Taylor, Kermit
sGoodak
Wtidne
each
al
Rehears
a
Juniors: Virginia Beckner,
Sigler, Misses Evelyn P'Pool and
790 P. m.
Lois McDowell are among those Clara Bell Cantrell, Louise JorDixPilF.SBYTERIAN
•
from this county attending the dan, Emma Catherine Lacy,
pastor
ie Vivian Moore, Dixie Smith,
Murray State Teachers College.
Floyd Loperfido,
• • •
Loretta Woodruff, Albert Young.
AY
Sept 22, 1931. The city council
School
Sunday
Sophomores: Susie Adams, Wilam.
met in regular session, last night liam Felix Adams, Frances Brane
a.m. Morning Servic
with Mayor Dr. ,W. L. Cash pre- don, Charleen Johnston, Sarah
Worship
p.m. Evening
siding and the following council- Glover, Martha Greer, Lois HerNESDAY
men present: L. L. Patmor, Hen- ron, Louise Jones, Laura Kevil,
e
am. Mid-Week Servic
ry Butler, W. E. Bright, W. H. Willie Dean Miller, Mary Niche
Practic
5 p.m. Choir
Woodruff, L. C. Lisman and J. ols, Athalie Page, Geneva Red—
B. Wood. Several bills, including dick, Mary Louise Rogers, Ruth
ODIST
2vIETH
EN
Pastor one for 560 meals at 18 cents each Tracy, Virginia Pilaut.
Joseph H. Callender,
to city prisoners amounting to
9:45 o'clock
• • •
arch School,
10:45 o'clock ;100.80, were referred to the fiSeniors: Sarah Frances Akin,
ruing Worship,
tee.
nance
ship,
commit
Fellow
Catherine Carter, Ralph Cash,
&dist Youth
• • •
Waltea Coleman, Evelyn Cook,
and
The
Blue
29,
1931.
Sept.
Kat/Aline Hillyard, Neva Bell
mg Worship, 7:30 o'clock
rs
of
o
Tilghgridde
e, 7 White Tornad
Hogan, Hazel Jones, Minnie Lee
,uiesday Evening Servic
man High, Paducah, made an
Ligon, Anna Louise Loftus, Sarauspicious start on the climb to ah Carter rettit, Dorothy Spicktop notch honors in the Little ard, Rosalind Martin and Mildred
BAPTIST
Pasttir
Sixteen football Circles this sea- Stephens.
11 G. M. Hatter,
son by breezing over the Blue
a. m Sunday School
and Gold of Butler High 7 to 0
g m. Morning Service
on the local field. The score was
5 pm Training Union
p
a fair indication of the battle but
p m Evening Worshi
—Wednesday, scarcely of the superior strength,
r of Prayer
ability and experience of the invaders.
PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
•••
By Dr. W. L. Cash
MON
Oct. 6, 1931. An unusual story
(County Health Officer)
CUIMMA
THE
Or
• 11
of a young moonshiner appeared
Last year 682 cases of poliomyeCONCEPTION, EARL- in the daily press recently. Seems
litis were reported in Kentucky
ON
that Quintoon Cohoon, 11, was during the polio season, with only
inad011, KY
third and fifth Sundays, arrested by officers who found
one in Caldwell county. This year
at 8 o'clock.
him making intoxicating liquor it is hoped that polio will be far
s,
ond and fourth Sunday
in the basement of the Edgar less prevalent. Although at presCounty Orphan's Home, of which ent there is no serum or vaccine
at 10:00 o'clock.
y Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. he was an inmate.
which is known to prevent polio,
observation of certain precautions
OOD VETERAN'S HOSEddy
Sm Gore,
1931.6 To
tiOct. 20, '
can help the body fight infection.
CHAPEL
Creek community, was selected Most of these "dos" and "dont's"
s third and fifth Sundays,
as the champion alfalfa grower should be observed, not only durat 1030 o'clock.
from the 106 members of the 4-11 ing the polio season, but all year
d and fourth Sundays,
clubs who have an acre of alfal- round.
o'clock.
at 8
fa as a project. He was awarded DOS
9
o'clock
at
ly Days, Mass
ten tons of agricultural lime by
undue fatigue,
v William Borntraeger is the Cedar Bluff Stone Quarry. (1) Do avoid
chilling.
sudden
and
on,
exerti
d
cc and the Rev. Richar Jimmie Mitchell of the Cobb
(2) Do eat plenty of wholets is assistant pastor.
second
community was a close
some food and get plenty of
and received five tons of lime.
VIEW BAPTIST
sleep.
• • •
Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
(3) Do practice the rules of
d Brown
Edwar
1931.
y
23,
Sunda
Oct.
every
School
day
good personal hygiene and saniand Cole Waggener, Butler fresh- tation.
oon at 2:30.
ts
caching every second and men, were the only studen
(4) Do call the family physiSunday afternoons at from the 325 enrolled at Butler cian immediately if you suspect
who made a perfect record to the presence of polio.
ayer meeting every Satur- be placed on the special honor DON'TS
roll. Freshmen on t h e regular
at 7:30 p. m.
(1) Don't swim in pools that
honor roll announced by Supt. are not built or supervised propST
THSIDE BAPTI
Howton were Charles Edward erly. Make sure the pool in which
v. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Cartwright, Hubert Clift, Mar- you and your children swim has
7:30
at
ctio Servica. Sunday
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v. W. E Cunningham, pastor
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Some Suggestions
To Prevent Polio

I

THE CHURCH FOR ALL ...
ALL FOR THE CHURCH

embraces the enduring
Inasmuch as spiritual development
be called the symbol
truly
can
qualities of our existence, the Church
of civilisation.
civilised nations are those
History proves that the most highly
life of the mind and spirit.
which encouraged and promoted the
disappeared, and great states
Buildings have crumbled, cities have
s of God remain eternal.
ation
have become as legend, but the revel
h is'a sign of progress,
That is why the appearance of a churc
a country village. For the
whether it be in a vast metropolis or in
tal Truth:
Church.represents man's. quest for immor
be contributing to the
When you support thirChurch707will
enioy_your only ins-1
h
and
enric
will
u
progress of civilizationAYo
perishable poisession=.your scad:

The Church is the greatest factor an earth fat
the building of character and good citizenship.
It is a storehouse a/ spiritual values. Without a
strong CbUTCh, neither democracy nor civilization
can survive. There are lour sound reasons why
every person should attend services regularly
and support the Church. They are. (1) For his
own sake. (2) For his chilciren's sake. (3) For the
sake of his community and ncrtiars. (4) For the
sake ot the Church itself, which needs his moral
and material support. Ran to go to church mac/arty and read your Bible daily.
Donk
Chaser Verses
Mathew
nark
Le

ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company
Princeton, Ky.

Federated Store
PRINCETON, KY.

Groceries and Meats
DIAL 3044
130 E. MAIN

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD 011. PRODUCTS
Dial 2301
Princeton, Ky.

B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN

Pruett Brothers

Phone 2707

--

Princeton, Ky.

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KY.

Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.
Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and
Vulcanizing
PHONE 2819 211 N. HARRISON

DIAL 3141

Hobby's Garage

Gardner White

Steger Lumber Company

PRINCETON, KY.

d"
'Fro= a splinter 13 a carloa
PHONE 2431-2062

Rowland Motor Co.
Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & JeKerson
DIAL 3075

SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3505

Phone 2558

PRINCETON, KY.

Shortt Electric Company John M. Wisdom Stave Mill
3053
113 Market

Dial

DIAL 3534

PRINCETON, KY.

Bodenhamer Cleaners
204 E. MAIN

c..!evens Chevrolet Co

P. 0. Box 231

Hollowell's
114 E. MAIN

DIAL 3711

Furniture
DIAL 3070

Coleman & Son
General Blacksmithini & Welding
108 Washington - Princeton, Ky.

Burgess Drive-Inn
Washington Street
PHONE 9128

PRINCETON, KY.

Princeton Hotel &
Coffee Shoppe
PRINCETON, KY.

Beltone Hearing Service
o. A. Roland, Distributor
Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
318 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.
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Mrs. Joe Francis, Jr.
Honoree At Shower

Walker - Armstrong
Miss Martha Walker,'niece of
Mr. and Mrs. James Fortner,
Princeton, became the bride of
Sgt. Frank Armstrong, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Armstrong,
Tuesday, July 24, in • ceremony
at the First Baptist Church,
Corinth, Mississippi. The Rev.
Hills officiated at the double

ring ceremony.
The bride wore a street length
dress of white nylon over satin
with white and navy accessories.
Mrs. Jerry Cummins was matron of honor and Mr. Jerry
Cummins served the bridegroom
as best man.
The bride was formerly employed at the Burgess Barbeque
Pit.

Cayce-Yost has,
Toxaphene
Arsenate of Lead
Paris Green
Rothane

for tobacco

Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Morgan
The Crider Homemakers honored their recreation leader, Mrs. Avenue, Mrs. Russell Smith and
Joe Francis with a miscellaneous Misses Laura and Meta Smith,
shower Tuesday afternoon, July Eddyville, spent Monday set Nash17, at the Raymond Phelps farm. ville, Tennessee.
Mrs. Raymond Phelps, Mrs. Floyd
Sgt. William Huey spent a ten
Dunbar and Miss Grace Adam- day furlough with his parents,
Mrs. William Martin
son were co-hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. William Huey, and
The gifts were presented in a sister, Carrie Ellen. Sgt. Huey
Honored With Shower
wagon by Sammy Williams, has been transferred from CheyMrs. William B. Martin, a rebrother of the honoree.
enne, Wyoming, to Biloxi, Miscent bride, was guest of honor
Refreshments were served to
accompanied to
at a miscellaneous tea shower Mesdames Harlan Ennis, Wilson sissippi. He was
Arkansas, by M r s.
given Tuesday, July 26, by Mrs. Glenn, Dick Sons, Ted Holt, A. Russellville,
Huey and Carrie Ellen who plan
Kenneth Jacob and Mrs. Paul
MeEiroY, T. H. Hughes, Pat to visit Mrs. George Clark for
D.
Boyd
of
Mrs.
Dorroh at the home
Rust, Sheltie Traylor, Clifton several weeks.
Satterfield, Morgan avenue.
Clift, H. K. Williams, Waymon
Mr. Sam Steger, Highland aveThe lace covered table was Ethridge, L. W. Guess, William
his home by
centered with roses with white Coleman, Clyde Jones, Hugh nue, is confined to
tapers on either side and a cut Yates, Pool Cook, Louisville; illness.
Mrs. L. E. O'Hara is visiting
glass tea service. Mrs. D. W. Sat- Floyd Dunbar, Raymond Phelpe,
terfield presided at the table. Bob Williams, Misses Grace Ad- her daughter, Mrs. L. Thomas
Roses and gladiolas decorated the amson, Elizabeth Jones, Georgia Page and Mr. Page who are the
daughter, at
house.
Lee Phelps, Master Sammy Wil- parents of a new
Greensburg, Indiana.
Approximately 100 guests were liams and the honoree.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Morris,
invited.
Those sending gifts were MesLexington,
are guests of her parSigler,
Leslie
dames Randal
Mrs. Harry Joiner,
and
ents,
Mr.
Bright, Clyde Dalton, Jane GrifFaithful Workers Meet
here until
fin, Ralph Griffin, Press Adam- Sr. They will remain
Morris will
With Mrs. Bertie Sons
son, Mr. and Mrs. Basil Dalton, September when Mr.
University of Louisville
The Faithful Workers Sunday Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Hooks, Mr. enter the
School class of White Sulphur and Mrs. Roy Francis, Misses Medical School.
Baptist Church met with Mrs.
Bertie • Sons, Thursday night,
July 19.
The prayer was given by Mrs.
Edith Sons. The devotional leader was Mrs. Bertie Sons.
Those present were Mesdames
Mae Ruth DeBell, Ocie Rogers,
Pauline Fralick, Marie Young,
Edith Sons, Louise Rogers, Johnnie Rogers, Bertie Grace Sons and
Miss Pauline Paris.

Galvanized Roofing in all sizes
Barb Wire; Fencing
Bale Ties; Nails
Alfalfa
Vetch; Crimson Clover
Wheat; Orchard Grass

Mrs. Frederick Stallins
Entertains Bridge Club

Whether It's For Farm or Home

M r s. Frederick Stallins entertained her bridge club Friday
evening, July 27, at her home
on North Seminary street.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Hillery Barnett and Mrs. Edward
Pitke.
The hostess served a salad
course to Mesdames Gordon
Lisanby, Tom Simmons, James
Landes, R. G. Morgan, Stanley
Sharp, Hewlett Morgan, Hillery
Barnett, Edward Pitke, Misses
Mary Loftus, Verg ie Barnett,
and visitors, Mrs. J. L. Walker
and Mrs. Bill Childress.

In Hopkinsville It's

Nelle Guess and Mary Cobb, Mr.
Dolph Williamson, The (tidier
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
and Sunday School.

Princeton Country Club
Bridge Group Meets
T h e Ladies' Bridge group of
the Princeton Golf and Country
Club met Wednesday, July 26.
Prizes were awarded to Mesdames B. L. Keeney, Hugh
Cherry, Sr., and Beshears of Dawson Springs.
Thefe were sixteen present.

Princetonions Attend
Irvin Cobb Tournament

A group of Princetoniaas attended the Irvin Cobb Golf Tournament at Paducah, Saturday and
Sunday, July 28 and 29.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Mel
Ashton, Mr. and Mrs. John Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lester,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Sr.,
Mrs. Glen Bright, Joe Kelly Jaggers, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Glenn,
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, William Brown, Ralph Randolph, Mr.
and Mrs. Merle Brown, Mr. and
After a two weeks' stay with Mrs. Willard Moore.
Those participating in the tourrelatives at Corinth, the couple
will make their home at For nament were Willard Moore, C.
Meade, Maryland, where the H. Jaggers, Ralph Randolph,
Merle Brown, and Mel Ashton.
bridegroom is stationed.

A World of Surplus Furniture
Sacrificed in a Price Smashing

August Furniture
SALE
in Our History!
You save plenty no matter what you buy and with
every purchase of $49 or more you receive your
choice of many desirable gifts.

JORDAN'S
Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers

The Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church met Friday evening at
7:30 at the home of Mrs. Clara
Holsapple, South Jefferson street.
The meeting was opened with a
prayer by Mrs. Sam Steger. Mrs.
Izetta Baker w a s devotional
leader.
Those present were Mesdames
Sam Steger, Izetta Baker, Will
Stevenson, Clara Holsapple, Martha Varble, Vivian Seibee, Valois
Mason, Barbara Hollis, Misses
Kathleen Hobby and Marie Oliver.

How To Get Positive Quick Relief
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
It Is made up of four different medicines. one of
. teg
slals
awsdyeo.nndn
beeari.
seciisdi eb
tttea
gdu
reatdrhieesnn
elanng
tul medicine to
relieve
chy, nervous and lack
pain,
of
ewittnhtoothoeurr stoorm
eti
pa
mroen ti
feeling.
Many Ctoem
ttarceh preparatto
atsisprclocm
e
telling of Di.
blessed relief that users have obtained. They save
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder
Ssart this treatment today. Sold only at—

WOOD DRUG STORE

SALE!!

BAN

New Furniture Styles at Terrific Savings.
We're Overstocked... Folks here's your chance
to get Bedroom, Living Room, Dining Room,
Kitchen Furniture and many other Home Furnishings at great Savings.

The Phebean Sunday School
Class, of White Sulphur Baptist Church, met Monday night,
July 16, at the home of Mrs.
James Riley.
Mrs. Louard Barnes was devotional leader and Miss Minnie
Mae Cartwright led the opening
prayer. Miss Barbara Cartwright had charge of the Bible
quiz.
Those present were Mesdames
Roy Francis, Jr., Louard Barnes,
T o m Brown, Johnson Tosh,
James Riley, Misses June Keel,
Minnie M. Cartwright, Helen
Mitchell, Mildred Keel, and Bettie Faughn.
The class adjourned to meet
Tuesday night, August 28, at
"Betcha if he drank Princeton Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D the home of Dorothy Cash.
Milk he could carry six guys across that wire!"

Mrs. Martin Entertains
With Buffet Luncheon

(Don't fail to register for the Weekly Door Prizes)

Hopkinsville Street

DIAL 2063

TO THE VOTERS OF CALDWELL COUNTY:
On August the Fourth you will nominate your candidate for State Senator, as well as candidates for the other state officials.
Caldwell and Trigg Counties are linked as a legislative district. Al-

Mrs. Kelly Martin entertained
a group of friends with a buffet
luncheon at her home on North
Harrison street, Thursday, July
26.
Guests were Mesdames J. H.
Smith, B. B. Holt, Bryant Lawton. Shelly DePoyster, Charles
Winkler, J. S. Berry, Bertha
Fentreff, Ellen May, Mae Long,
all of Central City.
Also
Mesdames Charles
Shanklin, James Adams, Floyd
Foley, of Hopkinsville, and
Mesdames Jess Williams and C.
H. Jaggers, of Princeton.

though I am a resident of Cadiz, Trigg County,
I should like to be regarded as a home candidate
by Caldwell County people.

This feeling is

(Incorporated)

been very good to me indeed. I am sure that
you will do so again. I will regard your support
as a personal favor to me and promise to you honest, efficient and energetic
service as State Senator.

B. F. G
Size

LOw prices

ev•ry day at thrifty Penneyli

I NEW

LOW PRICE:

8 INCH WIZZARD
UNBLEACHED

SHEETING

55c Yd.
The Best Buy in Months

THANK YOU,

JOE E. NUNN

PENNEY'S NATION-WIDE'.
MUSLIN SHEETS

49c Yd
53c Yd.

36" width
42" width

ALWAYS FIRST QUAUTY!
Tr

x 108"

2.59

x 108"

2.39

42" x 36" Cases ... 53e

2

(81" x 99")

Shop ... compare! You'll find this a value that's
hard to match! Imagine getiing a tightly woven,
long-wearing muslin sheet For as little as this.
They have even hems, firm selvages ... yes, all
the quality features of sheets costing much more!
Rush to Penney's ... stock up ... save at our
lowest price in months!

1500 YDS.
SILVER MOON

PRINT

Phone 2053

pec
MEN'S

Repriced to Clear
For Only

66c
Yd.

I

SPO
y's Sport
Plain and
Prin

NEW LOW PRICE!

LOOK! 50 ONLY
90 x 105

en's Novel

CHENILLE
SPREADS

ORT SHIR

Stop! Look!
And

Candidate For Re-Election As
STATE SENATOR

Listen

Subject To Democratic
Primary August 4

Watch For Our.1 Ad
Next Week For Outstanding Event.

Veteran — Qualified
Experienced

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

400-15
400-19
500-15
550-16
600-16
9-24
10-24
10-28
10-34
10-38
11-24
11-28
11-38

Robinson

Plain and F
Beautiful 51 gauge 15 denier sheers
& go

IM TRUN

• PERFECT—every seam, stitch, length!
• FLATTERING—SO misty-shim,
.on your legs!

Senator
George E. Overbey

C

IRA'

HOMEMAKERS'

SPECIAL VALUE
BATH TOWELS
2 for 1.00
HAND TOWELS
4 for 1.00
Buy Now and Sovel

Each time I have been a candidate you have

Over Will

Phone 3305

Hopkinsville, Ky.

neighbors and further by the fact that I have
served you three terms as your representative.

August 1

10°

KEACH FURNITURE COMPANY

For Only 4.44

prompted by the fact that we are such close

Beginnin •

"It's Too Good to Miss"
Shop Keach's August Furniture Sale NOW!!

Miss Sandy Gresham
Celebrates Birthday
Miss Sandy Gresham celebrated her birthday, Wednesday,
June 25, at her home on Hopkinsville street, with a lawn party
for several of her friends.
During the evening games and
contests were hold.
Refreshments were served to
Misses Bobby Ann Coleman, Janice Childress, Alma Dean Stevens, Mida Ree Hutchinson, Ruth
White, Judy Catlett, Poppy Pickering, Carolyn Adams, Margaret
Ann Vinson, Jean Adams, Melanie Rowland, Ann Brinkley,
Betty Jean George, Willa Lacy,
Jackie Hunsaker, Eva Mitchell,
and the honoiee.

C. A
Insurance
write
bospitalisaticm and li
rty also Public
10°P
.
ornoolles. Hail
chit
oliciM for your
college
to
airse
cr h

Consult the

school.

Phebean Class Meets
With Mrs. James Riley

The Greatest Storewide Clearance

DON'T MISS IT! HURRY IN TODAY!

Mrs. Holsapple Hostess
To Sunday School Class

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams,
Washington street, are spending
several days at Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. E. L. Williamson has returned from a two weeks' visit
at Huntsville, Alabama. Mr. Williamson is visiting his parents at
Huntsville this week.
Mrs. Robert T. Nuckols a n d
daughter, Largo, Florida, are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Nuckols, Highland avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Haskell Jenkins
and Linda, Henderson, spent several days with Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Jenkins, and Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Son.

• YOUR RIGHT SIZE— graduated lengths by
sizes!
• Sizes 85 to 11
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Fredonia News

Consult the C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency, remember
Insurance of nearly every description, including
ur write
hospitalization and life. Fire, tornado, and windstorm on your
rty, also Public liability and property damage on your
utomobiles. Hail Insurance on growing crops. Educational
Welt' for your children, which provides funds to send your
to college at the time they graduate from High
hildren
c
tool.

Beginning August 4 Through
August 10 All Items of $200 or
Over Will Carry A - - - -

Ply
00-15
00-19
00-15
50-16
-16
9-24
10-24
10-28
10-34
10-38
11-24
11-28
11-38

Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply
Ply

$10.95
12.60
12.60
13.95
14.95
38.25
45.95
52.95
61.95
67.75
54.95
59.95
77.25

.60
.72
.72
.96
1.10
2.67
3.31
3.77
4.69
4.96
4.08
4.65
5.80

Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.
hone 2053

Princeton, Ky.

MEN'S & BOYS' SUMMER

SPORTSWEAR

98c

COMMONWEALTH OF KINty for securing certificate of eliTUCKY, DIWARTMENT OF
gibility, the special -provisions
HIGHWAYS, NOTICE TO
covering subletting or assigning
CONTRACTORS
the contract and the Department's
Mr. and Mrs. Pendelton Preabyterian church Sunday
Sealed bids will be received by regulation
which prohibits the isthe Department of Highways at suance
Hughes and son, Corky, have re- morning.
of proposals after 9:00 A.
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, M
turned to their home in South
CENTRAL DAYLIGHT SAVMr. and Mrs. Robert Goheen until 10:00 A. M.
CENTRAL
Bend, Ind., after a visit here with and daughters, Phyllis
Ann and DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME on ING TIME on the day of the openMr. and Mrs. John Hughes.
Nancy Carol of Calvert City, the 17th day of August, 1951, at ing of bids. Proposals will not be
Mr. and Mrs. F. Glenn Whitt spent the weekend here
with his which time bids will be publicly issued except during official busand daughter, Patsy, of Memphis, mother, Mrs. W. S. Goheen, who opened and
read for the improve- iness hours.
Tenn., spent the weekend with accompanied them home
NOTE: A PURCHASE CHARGE
after ment of:
OF $2.00 WILL BE 'MADE FOR
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John spending the past five
weeks in
CALD'WELL COUNTY, RS 17- EACH PROPOSAL REMITButts.
their home.
522 The US 62-Dulaney KY 278 TANCE MUST ACCOMPANY
Mr. John Phelps, Lexington,
Mrs. Lenorice Baugh and chil- Road from US 62 at the
Lyon REQUESTS FOR THE PROPOSvisited his father, F. M. Phelps, dren of Dunmore, Ky., are
visit- County Line, extending North to AL FORMS. REFUNDS WILL
NOT
and other relatives during the ing her mother, Mrs.
Allie Bugg KY 278, 0.7 mile east of the Lyon SON.BE MADE FOR ANY REAweekend.
and Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins County Line, 3.10 miles.
Further information, bidding
ReconMrs. Hershel Wring Marion, and children.
struction and traffic bound sur- proposals, et cetera, will be furwas the guest of her daughter,
nished
upon application to the
face.
Frankfort Office. The right is reMrs. Cecil Brasher, Mr. Brash- Statement of Limited Partnership
The
attention
of
prospective served to reject any and all bids
Know all men by these presents:
er and family Sunday.
'bidders
That Ralph Randolph and Wil- Seaton is called to the prequali- DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young are
requirements and necessi- Frankfort, Kentucky
lard Moore, both of Princeton,
spending a few days with their
July 26, 1951
5-2te
Caldwell County, Kentucky, have Notice
•
daughter, Mrs. Alvin Trigg, Mr.
this day formed a limited partnerAll persons having claims
Trigg and baby son in Lexington.
Dinner
guests
of Mr. and Mrs.
ship, and that they are now do- against the estate of J.
B. Wood, Lonnie Cartwright Sunday evenMrs. W. B. Conway and chiling business under the firm name please present same,
dren, Carol and Joe, and Mrs.
properly ing were Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
of Randolph Motor Company.
proven, on or before Sept. 1, Baker and George,
Mettle Rice have returned from
Metropolis,
Ralph Randolph, a general part- 1951, and all persons indebted
to Illinois; Mrs. Howard Wallace,
Phoenix, Ariz., and other places
ner, has contributed $32,000.00 to said estate please settle
same on Detroit, Michigan; Mrs. Joe Larof interest. They were accomsaid business, and Willard Moore, or before the same date.
panied home by Pfc. Henry Conson, Emerson, Illinois; Mr. and
a limited partner, has contributed
John
E.
Young,
way, stationed at Tempe, Ariz.,
Mrs. Randall Shemwell, Paducah,
$8000.00
to
said
business.
Administrator.
w h o will spend several weeks
and Mrs. Ella George, Princeton.
The general nature of business
here with- his mother and relato be transacted, conducted and
tives before returning to duty.
carried on by said limited partLatest reports from the bednership shall be the repair and
side of Coy Moore, Sr., who is a
sale of automobiles and accessorpatient in the Jennie Stuart hosies, and the business of this limpital in Hopkinsville, where he
ited partnership is to be transunderwent surgery last Monday
acted in Princeton, Caldwell
morning for the amputation of
County, Kentucky, and the durahis right legt is that he is imMURRAY, KY.
tion It this partnership shall be
proved and is expected to return
for five (5) years.
home the latter part of this week.
Railroad Commissioner
This 27th day of July, 1951.
In receipt of a card from Mr.
First Railroad District
Ralph Randolph, General Partner
and Mrs. John F. Rice and son,
Willard Moore, Limited Partner.
Dick, who are visiting at NaturState of Kentucky, County of
al Bridge, Va., and other points
Caldwell Sct. I, Katherine G.
in the east.
Johnstone, a Notary Public in and
Mrs. Lawrence Jennings, for the State and County
aforeFrankfort, spent the weekend said, hereby certify that the
The Only World War H Veteran Running for this Office
with her mothe r, Mrs. C. W. foregoing instrument of
writing
Your Support Will Be Appreciated.
Moore.
was this day produced before me
Mrs, Florence Parr, Miss Doro- in my county by Ralph Randolph
thy Parr, Miss Imogene Wiggin- and Willard Moore, who each
ton, Mrs. Annie D. McElroy, Mrs. signed and acknowledged same to
L. W. Guess, J. E. Hillyard and be his voluntary act and deed for
C. A. Walker attended church the purposes therein mentioned.
services at the Main Street Pres- Witness my hand and notarial
byterian church in Marion Sun- seal this 27th day of July, 1951.
day night.
My commission expires: July 22,
Mrs. Dora Morgan has moved 1952. Katherine G. Johnstone,
Notary Public, Caldwell County,
to Princeton.
First Line, First Quality with Life Time Guarantee.
W. B. Conway who is employ- Ky.
ed in Gary, Ind., spent the State of Kentucky, County of
Caldwell, Set. The affiant, Ralph
weekend with his family here.
Mr. John Brasher and daugh- Randolph, says that he is a genter, Marilyn of Gary, Ind., visited eral partner in a limited partnerhis mother, Mrs. Jennie Brasher, ship proposed to be formed by
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher the execution of the foregoing
statement, he says that Willard
during the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and Moore, a limited partner in said
daughter, Kay, Alton, Ill., spent business, has paid into said busithe weekend with her parents, ness the s u m of $8000.00, as
shown by the foregoing stateMr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy DeBoe, ment. This 27th day of July, 1951.
Ralph Randolph.
Jackson, Mich., and Miss Imogene
Wigginton were Sunday dinner Subscribed and sworn to before
guests of Mrs. S a m Howerton me by Ralph Randolph this 27th
day of July, 1951. My commission
and Miss Grace DeBoe.
Pat and Judy Wheeler are expires: July 22, 1952. Katherine
Phone 2053
Princeton, Ky.
spending this week with their G. Johnstone, Notary Public,
5-4tc
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. No- Caldwell County, Ky.

Dr. V. E. CLAPSADDLE, Chiropractor,
announces the moving of his office from 103 E.
Green street to East Court Square, above Gray's

Evenings By Appointment
Closed Thursday Afternoon

1111-6-11Is GIANT TICIIINICOLOR
ADVUNTURI RORIANCS

,
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A Story That Precipitated A Great
War! Every Scene Authentic With
Realism!

Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.

lan Wheeler, in Crittenden counAdministrators Notice
ty.
Mrs. Grace Crider, Chicago,
All persons knowing themseland Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, ves to be indebted to.J. D. Heath,
Evansville, were weekend guests deceased, please come forward
of Mr. and Mrs. VelcUn Yandell. and make proper settlement of
Mr. and 'Mrs. Earl Hurst, Mar- same on or before October 15,
ion, visited Mr. and Mrs. T. R. 1951. All persons holding claims
Akridge Sunday.
against said estate will please
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker present same by the above date,
were in Madisonville Thursday.
properly proven for payment.
Several from here attended
Farmers National Bank, Adhomecoming at the Walnut Grove
ministrator, Estate of J. D.
Baptist church Sunday.
3-3tc
Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy
and son, Bruce Wayne of Alton,
Ill., have returned to their home
after being called here by the illness of her father, Coy Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young atYour
tended funeral services for Mrs.
Young's aunt, Mrs. Ed Howerton,
Headquarters
in Central City Wednesday.
Mrs. L. W. Baldwin and son,
Junior. Bowling Green, spent
several days last week with her
mother, Mrs. T. L. Grubbs. '
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 321111
Dr. W. S. Watson, Louisville,
Princeton, Ky.
filled the pulpit at the First
-

Ask about our special 65th Anniversary, 33-page sole book ... hot off
the press and loaded with drastic
price tuts . . good for limited time
only! Don't want Phone, or come in
today(

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

includes
chicken fryer
dutch oven

5-purpose
cooker
saucepan
sitil:et

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
REFRIGERATORS
ilttifft+AtiAtEVUUL
NEW.-and YEARS AHEAD
First time! A big, bright,
cheery splash of color . of
on your refrig
your choice
'Astor! (loose from 10 clever
Door Handle color inserts-get
more color for your kitchen,
more convenience for soul

AK steal waN cettlneteprond• warts storag• 041 those
now wasted wall spacell
Spot welded for strength.
Ilaked•on white ftroomol finish. flush doors, chrome, trim
handles, 2 shelves In end
sections, 1 I,, center. Spice
rack, towel bar for intro
convenience, Overall &men.
/
2 In.
/
2 nIl n 121
sions 231
Shipped ready to nowt.
$16.88.
early
.
Order

•Pull-Width fret•ser kJ:Kirin-

holds 50 lbs. of foods!
•Coldstroans CrIsp•rs-keep

vegetables fresher longer!

•Itclid-Rosistins Ismerfore
•Chromium, Finished Sheloos

and a score of other features
you've always wanted!

!NKR'S
AIR STORE

See floe Complete Line today
7 MODES.'
751415
PltICIS
7
NOW

keen
$21995

WAITING FOR YOU AT ...

Phone 2095

We Have A Competent Well Trained Serviceman To Service Our Appliances.

BIG BONUS omit $26
cookware set free with
porch's* of our Dolua•
Kenmore Gas Rang,' nil
range, a real beauty in
appearance, performance,
and savings tool Giant Sits
gmc
roi
id:
di si,b14
burn r na:,
,
201
01
.
7
oven,
thaw, built-in lamp, utility
drawers .. all features of
this outstanding stows. All
st•til frame, porcelain
enamel finish. Fully ;mutat.
sidllust $47 down, or cash
$184.95.

Thursda
TUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEAbtk, PrbSICEN
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EXPECTS GOOD CORN CROP
Boyce Williamson, member of
the Farm and Home Development
Program, Eddy Creek community, has prospects for a good corn
crop. Boyce selected the field for
By R. A. Mabry
intensive cultivation. The corn is
.County Agent
planted on the contour in 34
•
inch rows with plants in the row
HELD
DEMONSTRATIONS
about 16 inches apart. The fertiAugust is the month to get lizer used per acre included 126
fall seedings of grasses done. Be- pounds 49 per cent phosphate,
cause of the importance of get- 200 pounds of 50 per cent Muriate
ting fall grasses seeded early two of potash and 300 pounds of amdemonstrations on seed bed prep- monium nitrate. The heavy appliaration were held last week on cation of nitrogen was used befarms of James Lee Wyatt, Cad- cause this is the second year for
iz road, and Maxwell Morgan, corn abel he was unable to get a
Farmersville, using a heavy bush green manure crop seeded last
and bog disk.
fall.
A third demonstration will be CONTROLLING BEAN BEETLE
held Tuesday, August 7 on the
Rotenone, three-fourths p e r
farm of Mrs. Annie Dean McEl- cent to one per cent, is the best
roy. This demonstration will show known control for Mexican Bean
renovation of old pastures with' Beetle on beans. Dust the under
a new tool that is still in the ex- side of the leaves as well as the
perimental stages.
tops for best control.
This implement, made by the
Gordie Howe, 1950-51 scoring
International Harvester Company
of the National Hockey
champ
on
cooperati
in
ted
demonstra
and
made 86 points on 43
Leagde,
AgriculRailroad
C.
I.
with ,the
the exact same number
and
goals
the
prepares
nt,
ture Departme
assists.
of
and
,
fertilizers
seed bed, spreads
The racing strips at Hialeah
sows the grass and legume seed
Park and Sunshine Park have
in one eperation.
with soy beans to help
This 'demonstration will start been sown
revitalize the soil.
at 1:00 p. m.

County Agent s

Column
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RE-ELECT

JESSE STONE
RAILROAD COMMISSIONER
hoods
Endorsed by the Railroad Brother

THANKS

Please Vote For
JAMES M. LASSITER
Democratic Candidate

STATE SENATOR
Third Senatorial
District
— Qualified —
— Veteran World
You Vote

War 11

Will

Be Appreciated

Vote This Way For
STATE SENATOR
(1)
(2)
(3) JAMBS M. LAssrrtat

RNO

Mite Menace Met
With New Poison

wilt*
juices. Lewes may set a
loses
spotty effect, and the tree
Mites
vigor, yielding poorer fruit.
but
feed directly on citrus fruits,
trees.
like only the leaves of other
late
The bronzing of trees in
summer is usually a sign of mites

, Au

Int 2, 19st

Otis to humans, Wass taut
ractly in huge amounts. Al
nt hoeceotri
to
mfetirctotels,un
milltebs,
ugsdodeu:
4
:it 04
:

aenxdrepist
bueratun
nd:
e (r
slightreenmr
010
(By Alton L. Blakeslee)
not
work.
New York — A new poison is at
trees, the benefitscit.ntlstsis uid
ai
Another class of mites affects
reedy for war on mites, just
th
They cause
when the mite population is soar- humans and animals.
law
Seven-year itch in humans, and
ing upward.
horses arid cattle.
Mites are tiny little bugs, some mange in dogs,
tirec:
on
ohai"ioneprdgo
l nihuman
hegus nagwn:
r arna°
i rnrchi
are one of the chief
no bigger than pinpoints, others And mites
burrow into their skins
chickens.
of
hazards
as large as pencil points. Some health
The Boone County Utopia Club
The new chemical to hit mites
are red, some purple, some
Carlos Bernier, playing
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
a pony show at the
have was developed by the Naugatuck
sponsored
some
gray,
some
,
brownish
College of Agriculture and
of U.. S. Rub- Bristol, Conn., in the e.
Division
grounds, the money raised
Chemical
fair
colorless.
are
some
and
spots,
League in 1-0.50-ssellie
Home Economics
The superioeity of Kentucky
being contributed to the fairber Co. Named Aramite, it has 52
PESTS
games. He's now
lambs was revealed in a feeding RANKED MAJOR
47 letters and
of
fund.
name
building
grounds
chemical
BLE
a
VEGETA
WINTER
on the bases for Ben St
They rank among the first half digits.
at the Experiment Station of
test
ers
homemak
In Ohio County,
STORAGE, I
Tampa Smokers.
the University of Kentucky at dozen major pests in this counIn field tests in every state last
Although supplying the sum- made 749 dresses and 1,149 other
Their dressing per- try. They attack apples, roses,
.
Lexington
to
good
showed
.Aramite
year,
mer table with vegetables is one garments as a result of clothing
centage was higher and they out- beans, cloves, cotton, alfalfa, excellent results against a wide
purpose of a garden, there still lessons given in their clubs.
western lambs. They also grapes, pear a, peaches, oranges,
graded
mites, said Dr. H.
remains that of assuring food for
Christian county homemakers didn't have the mutton flavor grapefruits, lemons, almonds, wal- variety of
Tate and Dr. T. W. BrasDouglas
the winter—canned, frozen, dried made 610 woven baskets in June
nuts, evergreens and shade trees.
some westerns have.
field of Naugatuck.
and stored. It is of the last-nam- as a result of craft lessons.
These public enemies have been
The Experiment Station report
It controlled such mite memed that this story, and several to
Henry Parker of Whitley coun- says:
ists
entomolog
faring well lately,
bers as citrus bud mites, citrus
follow, treats.
ty had good success in killing
wide"Fifty Kentucky spring lambs report, partly because of
red mites, European red mites,
The vegetables that can be honeysuckle along fence rows
western spread use of DDT and other in- clover mites, Lewis mites, Pacistored fresh are squashes, sweet when he used a brush killer con- out of Hampshire-cross
don't
ewe, and sired by Southdown sect poisons. Those poisons
fic mites, red spider mites on cotpotatoes, white potatoes, beets taining 2,4-D and 2,4-5T.
were purchased; they aver- do much to the mites, but do kill ton, six-spotted mites, two-spotrams
and carrots, and for a short time,
farmers
county
Several Bath
and off many insects that like a ted mites, spruef mites, and Wilpeppers, tomatoes and beans. reported livestock losses caused aged 82 pounds liveweight
were representative of the weight, feast of mites.
liarnette mites.
Dollar-wise, at Lexington prices, by bloat.
Is This Your Home
finish and quality of Kentucky
Mites are so tiny that rarely HARMLESS TO HUMANS
the stored vegetables (not includApproximately 200,000 pounds
western
could you see a single one, or
A dry, wettable powder, t h e
ing white potatoes) for five per- of fescue seed will be.harvested lambs. Fifty blackfaced
feeder lambs shipped in from the much less than a colony of them. chemical sticks for a long time to
sons may amount to one-sixth of in Allen county this year.
Northwest averaged 61 pounds A big clump may be noticeable leaves and plants, sometimes for
the winter store, between $60.00
Rowan county homemakers
when placed in the feedlot. They on a close look. But one apple two months or more. New mites Inspection and Estirn
and $80.00, well worth going afconcluded their year's clothing
were full-ied a typical corn-belt tree could have millions of mites. are killed as they hatch from
ter. Although a properly ventithe
which
at
tea,
a
with
work
No. TREES ROBBED OF VIGOR
eggs.
lated house cellar is the most ef- women modeled the dresses they lamb-fattening ration of U. S.
We have cont
1 alfalfa hay and yellow shelled
Tiny as they are, the mites
Also it's not harmful or poisonficient for storage, there are had made.
with
leading citizens
slaughter
corn to an average
have spiny mouth parts and rasp
more simple means that can be
Sprayers mounted on tractors
95 pounds. Complete on leaves or fruits, !nicking up
of
weight
n.
made to do quite well.
Princeto
were used by some farmers in
on
Based on their storing temper- Breathitt county this year for the slaughter data were collected
and
weight
in
lighter
pounds
all 100 lambs.
atures, there are two classes of control of weeds with 2,4-D.
aver"In dressing percentage Ken- yielded a 3.2 per cent higher
crops, "cool" and "warm." The
Robert Sanger of Fulton coune than the
percentag
dressing
age
average
an
yielded
lambs
potatucky
white
s
cool vegetable are
& Jewelry P. 0. Box 256 — phome r
ty has more than 100 acres of
lambs that graded choice. Walker's Drugs
toes, cabbage, carrots, and beets, corn from which he expects to of 53.35 per cent as compared western
Dial 3211
differt
significan
no
was
There
Hopkinsville, Ky.
average
cent
per
48.59
needing only to be proterted from harvest more than 100 bushels with the
bone in
for the western fed lambs. The ence in percentage of
freezing, with the atmosphere an acre.
Kentucky lambs outgraded the these ter° groups. A distinct 'mutkept moist. The warm vegetables
Carroll county is planning for
was noted in some of
are sweet potatoes, squashes and an agricultural fair this year, the westerns, having 27 prime and ton' flavor
carcasses, but no
cushaws. For these the storing first once since 1947; it will be 23 choice carcasses as compared the western
with 21 choice, 22 good and 7 suggestion of this flavor was nottemperatures must not fall below held Aug. 8-11.
Card of Thanks and expression of Appreciati
commercial. The Kentucky lambs ed in the Kentucky lamb car50 degrees, and the air must be
Several Anderson county farmkept dry by means of some ven- ers used airplane spraying to that graded choice averaged 3.24 casses."
to The C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency a
tilating device whereby the air combat the corn borer.
may be changed when it becomes
Due to weather extremes and
others:
charged with moisture the stor- growers doing public work, not
,
ed vegetables give off.
more than half the usual tobacco
I cannot find words to express my thanks and appree:
Taking the cool crops first, the crop in Marshall county will be
most simple storing-means is harvested.
tion to those who assisted me in caring for my live ill,
burying in mounds of earth, so
An outbreak of hog cholera in
when lightning struck my barn a few nights ago, b
located that drainage is away Ballard county resulted in a loss
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRKES
.
First,
from them in all directions
it to the ground. I also want to thank C. A. Woodall of
of several thousand dollars.
the spot is leveled and a generC. A. Woodall Ins, agency, who settled for the amount
ous layer of straw, stalks or even
Herd
n
Sub-Statio
Local
weeds laid, possibly 6 inches
Insurance I carried with his agency, so promptly and se
deep. The vegetables are piled as Produces $265 A Cow
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKfactorily while my loss ran above the amount of Insurer.
steeply as they will stand, then
For the 10 years 1941 throngh
E
SERVIC
EOUS
PROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURT
carried. If I had not had this Insurance my life us
covered with about 6 inches of 1950 the dairy herd at the Westfair set
stalks, crabgrass hay and then ern Kentucky Experiment Subwould have been wiped out. This prompt and
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
with about 8 inches of soil. A re- station at Princeton returned
bears o
agency
Insurance
ment from the C. A. Woodall
finement is to make a hollow products worth an average of
--CALLher
whole
can
I
and
pay,
stack of 4-inch or 6-inch lumber, $285.57 a cow a year. Feed costs
their slogan that they stay and
or use a bundle of saplings just averaged $84.39, leaving a value
a
one
any
to
agency
recommend the Woodall Insurance
long enough to extend a few inch- above feed cost a cow of $181.18
.
wants sound and safe protection
es above the tip of the finished a year.
earth pile, serving as a ventilaPHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
Production for the 10 years
tor to allow moist air to escape. averaged 7,205 pounds of 5.4 per
Signed: Malcom Boone
When really severe winter weath- cent milk containing 389 pounds
We Pay All Phone Charges - - Fredonia, K
er comes the tip of this "ventila- of butterfat, according to Dairy
tor" should be covered and closed Herd Improvement Association
We Meet All Competition
with earth to prevent the down records. One year the average was
draft of dangerously cold air. By 7,960 pounds of milk and 444
that time the excess moisture of pounds of butterfat.
the vegetables will have passed
off.
Vince Boryla, one of the basketball stars for the New York
Humidity And Heat May Knickerbockers in the NBA,
works as a salesman for a book
Have Affect On Corn
concern during t he summer
Humid weather and high tem- months.
peratures in midsummer may
The ten Westerman brothers of
cause barrenness in corn, think Elgin. Ill., participated in the
EARLY'
scientists at the Agricultural Ex- annual ten brothers bowling
PACK ARD'S THE ONE CAR FOR '51! ------SEE IT! DRIVE IT! GET YOUR ORDER IN
periment Station of the Univer- tournament for 22 consecutive
sity of Kentucky.
years.
At'
Some farmers, mostly in river
bottoms near Owensboro, reported considerable numbers of barren stalks in 1949, in some instances as high as 80 per cent. A
study of seed, soil types, plant
population and use of spray maMeeting
terials failed to show the cause 26-Day Summer
of barrenness.
Aug. 4 to Sept. 3
Since the first half of July,
(Inclusive)
1949, was extremely humid in
7 RACES DAILY,
this area and temperatures re8 ON SATURDAYS
mained.90 degrees for some time,
it was suspected that humidity Post Time First Race 2 P. M.
an temperatures may have had
(Central Daylight Time)
something to dp with no ears Track located on U. S. Highdeveloping.
way 41, three miles from
Investigation of corn in t h e Evansville, Ind., and four miles
same regions in 1950 failed to from Henderson, Ky.
find any special trouble with barDade Park Jockey Club
renness.
Incorporated
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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Kentucky Lambs
Feed Out Better

Ky. Farm News
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Prescriptions A
Specialty

Witty and Car

Dead Stock Removed
for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

There are five distinctive Baptist tenets — distinctive in that Baptists are the only group accepting all
five.
First, the competency of the individual soul to do
business with Almighty God directly without the intervention of pastor, preacher, bishop, priest, or church.
"For there is one God, and one Mediator between God
and men, the man Christ Jesus." I Tim. 2:5.
Second, the Bible as the inspired Word of God is the
one and only all-sufficient rule of faith and practice.
II Tim. 3:16.

A

Third, baptism by Immersion for professing believers only. This makes for responsible church membership. One is not born a Christian naturally, but "ye
must be born again," spiritually. (John 3:3) In the
New Testament baptism was never administered except as part of the following order: hear the Word of
God, believe it, be baptized. No exception to this order
can be found in the Scripture.
Fourth, democracy of the local church. All members are equal. The church is not divided into two
classes of priesthood and laity. All believers are priests.
Rev. 1:6, I Peter 2:5.
Fifth, Separation of church and state. Religious liberty in the colonies toward the end of the 18th century
was secured chiefly by Baptists. The ideal of a free
church in a "free state" is a fundamental part of our
constitution which was derived by Thomas Jefferson,
who wrote it, from Baptist pastor Elder Tribble. Baptists have been imprisoned, hanged, shot, ridiculed,
but have never shed one drop of blood to propagate
the faith or to restrain others from doing so.
The Baptist Church nearest you invites you to attend its services.

DADE PARK
RACES
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WE ARE BADLY IN NEED OF CLEAN OLDER MODEL CARS

TODD COUNTY FARM
A total of 352 productive acres, level to,gently rolling; located on highway 41-E, 3 miles west
of Trenton, 14 miles east of Hopkinsville. Six
room residence, three tenant houses, two large
stock barns, two tobacco barns and necessary
outhouses. This farm is seeded to high price
grasses and clovers and is one of the best tobacco, grain and stock farms in Todd County. Everlasting water supply, electricity, mail and bus
routes. 125 acres in fescue; eight acres tobacco

FOR
FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS ONLY --- WE ARE ALLOWING UP TO THE - - FOLLOWING PRICES
TRADE-INS ON ALL NEW 1951 PACKARDS!
$1,600
'48 OLDSMOBILE
$1,300
'48 DODGE
$1,500
48' BUICK
'47 OLDSMOBILE
'47 DODGE
$1,150
$1,300
'47 BUICK
'46 OLDSMOBILE . . $1,150
'46 DODGE
$1,000
$1,100
'46 BUICK
$1,250
'48 PONTIAC • .
'48 CHEVROLET .
$1,500
$1,600
'48 CHRYSLER
$1,200
'48 FORD
'47 PONTIAC • . . . $1,200
$1,400
'47 CHRYSLER . .
1,500
'46 PONTIAC • . . $1,100
'48 PACKARD . . • $
$1,225
'46 CHRYSLER
Comparable Allowance for All Other Makes of Cars -- Premium Prices For Older Models

GET THE FACTS

base.

WRITE

Your opportunity to own a good cheap farm,
so write, phone or see me at once.

BAPTIST STATE BOARD OF MISSIONS

J. E. COLEMAN

127 East Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky
for tree Baptist tracts
Sponsored by Caldwell Association of
Missionary Baptists

created

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

WHEN YOU CAN GET A PACKARD FOR LESS!!!

The foundation of a strong nation is religious-civic
righteousness derived from the word of God. Baptists
count it a privilege in America to join others who sincerely desire our nation to be strong and godly.

Oil Crisis I
0 Concerns
estern Natio

FREE

Why Take Less Than a Packard

"Thy Word is a lamp unto my
feet and a light unto my path."
Psalm 119:105

2,
0 , Au Lot

-1W

-

NEW
One

Then You Will Be The Man Who Owns One

Johnson Motor Sales & Service

A CHAmpio
AD
VANCENIE
TOO

GET A BETTER TRADE FOR YOUR CAR -- ON A PACKARD

Allensville, Ky.

MARION, KENTUCKY

71?

12110t4E 180-W-3
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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for sources of supply.
Some peoples have more oil
than they can use; others would
starve if outside supplies were
cut off. At the moment, the balance of petroleum power is in
favor of the Western World by a
wide margin: 49 per cent of the
are in North and
plosive situation in the world's reserves
, against Via per
at created by the na- South America
cent in the U. S. S. It. and its
ion of oil in Iran focuses
s. Europe outside of the
on one of the moat vital satellite
Iron curtain has less than I. per
Tonation.
modern
a
and the Far East only 2 per
is power—power to de- cent,
cent.
d maintain huge induscomplex transportation IRAN SUPPLIES BIG
The Middle East, Collectively,
y land, water, and air,
r to expand these in- has more than 42 per cent of the
and keep jeeps, tanks world% estimated total reserves.
hers moving in war. It Iran itself has 9 per cent, and is
prising that nations vie the fourth largest producer in
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Machine Helps
Paralysis Victim
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WALT DISNEY CARTOON -- "OUT ON
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He has served you well, and
runs on his Own record of public service.
He merits your help and
appreciates ,our support and
vote for aucTifor
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FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
inside or outside of your house
or barn or other outbuildings.
See Hodge Motor Sales dr Impl.
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
45-tic

pkoir1u,today
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HATCHER CAMPAIGN
HEADQUARTERS
1.1.4414 HAW, LextaiSon. Zr.

110 West Market
Phone 3881
A. M. Richardson, Mgr.

VOTE FOR...

PHILIP STEVENS
(of Princeton, Kentucky)

RAILROAD
COMMISSIONER
lit Railroad District
Subject to Action of Democratic
Primary — Aug. 4. 1951
Your Vote and Influence Will Be
Deeply Appreciated
Respectfully,

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
r'

SAVE THE IDEAL WAY: Shop
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tfc
FOR SALE: Picnic Ice Chests in
two convenient sizes at the
Citizens Ice Company, Princeton, Ky.
3-lie
F IR ST CLASS CARPENTER work and cabinet making.
See or call Van B. Shadoan,
Princeton, Ky., Route 2, Scottsburg, Phone 3806.
3-4tp
FOR SALE: Ice cold Watermelons. Day or night at the Citizens Ice Company, Princeton,
Ky.
3-1tc

HOME
REPAIRS
MODERN MATERIALS
MAKE THEM EASY
AND INEXPENSIVE

BANANAS, large fancy

PAINT
WALLBOARD
MILLWORK
HARDWARE
WALLPAPER
GLASS

ripe, lb.

MEAT SPECIALS
FOREQUARTER MUTTON
lb.
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MACARONI & CHEESE LOAF, lb.

53c

LIVER CHEESE LOAF, lb.

53c
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Cut Cost Price
Advice On Your Plans

INQUIRE
Phone 2061-2

COLD STORAGE ROOMS: For
meat, vegetables, fruits, eggs
and etc. Phone 2707, Citizens
Ice Co., Princeton.
4-1tc
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HINDQUARTER MUTTON
lb. ..

PICKLE & PIMENTO LOAF, lb.
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FOR SALE: Nice Plymouth Rock
rooster fryers, ready to eat $3.
each. Nice, fresh eggs 50c doz.
Phone 3043, Mrs. Ella Lamb
5-1tc
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HERE'S WHAT KENTUCKY'S "MAN OF ACTION"
HAS DONE IN LESS THAN ONE YEAR ...
V' FOUGHT

FOR NEW RURAL ROADS loof OBTAINED ADDDITIONAL MONEY
FOR TEACHERS
Sol° DEVELOPED A PRACTICAL MENTAL HEALTH
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This is a political ad for Kestuckians who judge a men (ii. a caNdidate) by
what be DOES rather than what he PROMISES
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